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AbstratAlthough the usual goal of sharing analysis is to detet whih pairs of variablesshare, the standard hoie for sharing analysis is a domain that haraterizes set-sharing. In this paper, we question, apparently for the �rst time, whether thisdomain is over-omplex for pair-sharing analysis. We show that the answer is yes.By de�ning an equivalene relation over the set-sharing domain we obtain a simplerdomain, reduing the omplexity of the abstrat uni�ation proedure. We presentpreliminary experimental results, showing that, in pratie, our domain omparesfavorably with the set-sharing one over a wide range of benhmark programs.
1 IntrodutionIn logi programming, a knowledge of sharing between variables is important for opti-mizations suh as the exploitation of parallelism. Today, talking about sharing analysisfor logi programs is almost the same as talking about the set-sharing domain Sharingof Jaobs and Langen [12, 13℄. The adequay of this domain is not normally questioned.Researhers appear to be more onerned as to whih add-ons are best: linearity, free-ness, depth-k abstrat substitutions and so on [3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 17℄ rather than whether itis the optimal domain for the sharing information under investigation.What is the reason for this \standard" hoie? Well, the set-sharing domain is quiteaurate: when integrated with linearity information it is stritly more preise than its oldhallenger, the pair-sharing domain ASub of S�ndergaard [18℄. Indeed, Sharing enodesa lot of information. As a onsequene, it is quite diÆult to understand: taking anabstrat element and writing down its onretization (namely, the onrete substitutionsthat are approximated by it) is a hard task. So the question arises: is this omplexityatually needed for an aurate sharing analysis?Before answering this question we must agree on what the purpose of sharing analysisis. This paper relies on the followingAssumption: The goal of sharing analysis for logi programs is to detet whih pairs ofvariables are de�nitely independent (namely, they annot be bound to terms having oneor more variables in ommon).As far as we know, this assumption is true. In the literature we an �nd no referene tothe \independene of a set of variables". All the proposed appliations of sharing analysis�Shool of Computer Studies, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT, U.K. The work of R. Bagnaraand P. M. Hill has been supported by EPSRC under grant GR/L19515.yServizio IX Automazione, Universit�a degli Studi di Modena, and Dipartimento di Informatia, Uni-versit�a di Pisa, Italy.



(ompile-time optimizations, our-hek redution and so on) are based on informationabout the independene of pairs of variables.We thus fous our attention on the pair-sharing property and assume that set-sharingis just a way to ompute pair-sharing with a higher degree of auray: there may well beother ways. In this paper we question, apparently for the �rst time, whether the Sharingdomain is really the best one for deteting whih pairs of variables an share. The answerturns out to be negative: there exists a domain that is simpler than Sharing and, at thesame time, is as preise as Sharing, as far as pair-sharing is onerned. This domain isthe subjet of this paper.The paper is organized as follows. In the next setion, we introdue the notation andreall the de�nition of the abstrat domain Sharing. In Setion 3, we show that Sharingis unneessarily omplex for apturing pair-sharing information. A new equivalene re-lation between its elements is de�ned whih is shown to exatly fator out the unwantedinformation. Setion 4 explains the pratial onsequenes of these results and showsthat the omplexity of abstrat uni�ation using our domain is polynomial omparedto the exponential omplexity for Sharing. Setion 5 gives the experimental results andSetion 6 onludes the paper. The proofs of the presented results an be found in [2℄.
2 PreliminariesIn this setion we introdue some mathematial notation that will be used throughoutthe paper, as well as realling the set-sharing domain.
2.1 NotationFor a set S, #S is the ardinality of S, }(S) is the powerset of S, whereas }f(S) isthe set of all the �nite subsets of S. The symbol Vars denotes a denumerable set ofvariables, whereas TVars denotes the set of �rst-order terms over Vars. The set of variablesourring in a syntati objet o is denoted by vars(o). A substitution � is a total funtion� : Vars ! TVars that is the identity almost everywhere; in other words, the domain of�, dom(�) def= �x 2 Vars �� �(x) 6= x	, is �nite. Substitutions are denoted by the setof their bindings, thus � is identi�ed with �x 7! �(x) �� x 2 dom(�)	. A substitution� is idempotent if vars��(x)� \ dom(�) = ? for eah x 2 dom(�). The set of all theidempotent substitutions is denoted by Subst .
2.2 The Sharing DomainThe Sharing domain is due to Jaobs and Langen [12℄.De�nition 1 (The set-sharing lattie.) Let1SG def= �S 2 }f(Vars) �� S 6= ?	1The literature on Sharing is almost unanimous in de�ning sharing-sets so that they always ontainthe empty set. We deviate from this de fato standard: in our approah sharing-sets never ontain theempty set. We do this beause (1) there is no real need of having ? and � as the bottom element andthe ordering of the domain, respetively (the original motivation for inluding the empty set in eahsharing-set); (2) the de�nitions turn out to be easier; and (3) we desribe the implementation (wherethe empty set never appears in sharing-sets) more faithfully.



and let SH def= }(SG). The set-sharing lattie is given by the set
SS def= � (sh; U) �� sh 2 SH ; U 2 }f(Vars);8S 2 sh : S � U 	 [ f?;>gordered by �SS de�ned as follows, for eah d; (sh1; U1); (sh2; U2) 2 SS:? �SS d;d �SS >;(sh1; U1) �SS (sh2; U2) () (U1 = U2) ^ (sh1 � sh2):It is straightforward to see that every subset of SS has a least upper bound with respetto �SS . Hene SS is a omplete lattie.Before introduing the abstrat operations over SH we need some anillary de�nitions.De�nition 2 (Auxiliary funtions.) The losure under union funtion (�)? : SH !SH (also alled star-union) is given, for eah sh 2 SH , bysh? def= �S 2 SG �� 9n � 1 : 9T1; : : : ; Tn 2 sh : S = T1 [ � � � [ Tn 	:For eah sh 2 SH and eah T 2 }f(Vars), the operation of extrating the relevantomponent of s with respet to T is enoded by the funtion rel : }f(Vars)� SH ! SHde�ned as rel(T; sh) def= fS 2 sh j S \ T 6= ? g:For eah sh1; sh2 2 SH , the binary union funtion bin : SH � SH ! SH is given bybin(sh1; sh2) def= fS1 [ S2 j S1 2 sh1; S2 2 sh2 g:The funtion proj : SH�}f(Vars)! SH projets an element of SH onto a set of variablesof interest: if sh 2 SH and V 2 }f(Vars), thenproj(sh; V ) def= fS \ V j S 2 sh; S \ V 6= ? g:The auxiliary funtion amgu aptures the e�ets of a binding x 7! t onto an SH element.Let x be a variable and t a term in whih x does not our. Let also sh 2 SH andA def= rel�fxg; sh�;B def= rel�vars(t); sh�:Then amgu(sh; x 7! t) def= �sh n (A [B)� [ bin(A?; B?):It is shown in [16℄ that amgu is both ommutative and idempotent. Thus we an de�nethe extension amgu: SH � Subst ! SH by

amgu(sh;?) def= sh;amgu�sh; fx 7! tg [ �� def= amgu�amgu(sh; x 7! t); � n fx 7! tg�:



The Sharing domain is given by the omplete lattie SS together with the follow-ing abstrat operations needed for the analysis. Trivial operations, suh as onsistentrenaming of variables, are omitted.De�nition 3 (Abstrat operations over SS .) The lub operation over SS is given bythe funtion t : SS � SS ! SS de�ned as follows, for eah d; (sh1; U1); (sh2; U2) 2 SS:? t d def= d t ? def= d;> t d def= d t > def= >;(sh1; U1) t (sh2; U2) def= � (sh1 [ sh2; U1); if U1 = U2;>; otherwise.The projetion funtion Proj: SS � }f(Vars)! SS is given, for eah set of variables ofinterest V 2 }f(Vars) and eah desription (sh; U) 2 SS, byProj(?; V ) def= ?;Proj(>; V ) def= >;Proj�(sh; U); V � def= �proj(sh; V ); U \ V �:The operation Amgu: SS � Subst ! SS extends the SS desription it takes as an ar-gument, to the set of variables ourring in the substitution it is given as the seondargument. Then it applies amgu:
Amgu�(sh; U); �� def= �amgu�sh [ � fxg �� x 2 vars(�) n U 	; ��; U [ vars(�)�:

For the distinguished elements ? and > of SS we have2Amgu�?; �� def= ?;Amgu�>; �� def= >: (1)
3 Sharing is Redundant for Pair-Sharing3.1 The Pair-Sharing PropertyLet us de�ne the pair-sharing property through a domain that aptures it exatly. Thisdomain is similar to S�ndergaard's ASub (but without the groundness and linearity in-formation) [18℄.De�nition 4 (The pair-sharing domain.) Let S be a set. Thenpairs(S) def= �P 2 }(S) �� #P = 2	:The pair-sharing domain is given by the omplete lattiePS def= n (ps; U) �� U 2 }f(Vars); ps 2 }�pairs(U)�o [ f?;>g2Notie that the only reason we have > 2 SS is in order to turn SS into a lattie rather than a CPO.As the desription > is never used in the analysis, Equation 1 is only provided for ompleteness.



ordered by �PS , whih is de�ned, for eah d; (ps1; U1); (ps2; U2) 2 PS, by? �PS d;d �PS >;(ps1; U1) �PS (ps2; U2) () (U1 = U2) ^ (ps1 � ps2):Clearly, PS is a strit abstration of SS through the abstration funtion �PS : SS !PS given, for eah (sh; U) 2 SS , by�PS (?) def= ?;�PS (>) def= >;�PS�(sh; U)� def= �Down(sh) \ pairs(Vars); U�;where Down(sh) def= �S 2 }(Vars) �� 9T 2 sh : S � T 	:An element of the pair-sharing domain is, roughly speaking, the \end-user image" ofthe result of the analysis. That is, the only interest of the end-user of our analysis (e.g.,the optimizer module of the ompiler) is knowing whih pairs of variables possibly share.The PS domain will be used to measure the auray of the other domains in omputingpair-sharing.
3.2 What is in SharingWe now look at the information ontent of the elements of the Sharing domain. We referthe reader to, e.g., [6℄ for a formal de�nition of the onretization funtion  : SS !Subst � }f(Vars).As it has been observed by several authors, the SS lattie enodes several properties,besides pair-sharing. We present them here by means of examples that show their useful-ness. In what follows, the set of variables of interest is �xed as U def= fx; y; zg and will beomitted from elements of SS . Moreover, the elements of SH will be written in a simpli�ednotation, omitting the inner braes. For example, ��fxg; fx; yg; fx; zg	; fx; y; zg� willbe written simply as fx; xy; xzg:Groundness. Consider sh1 def= fxyg and sh2 def= fxy; zg. They enode the same pair-sharing information, namely �PS (sh1) = �PS (sh2) = fxyg. In sh1 we know thatthe variable z is ground. This knowledge is useful for pair-sharing detetion:�PS�amgu(sh1; x 7! z)� = ?;�PS�amgu(sh2; x 7! z)� = �PS�fxyzg� = fxy; xz; yzg:
Ground dependenies. Let sh1 def= fxy; xyz; zg and sh2 def= fxy; xz; yz; zg. Again, theyenode the same pair-sharing information. They also enode the same groundnessinformation (no variable is ground). However, in sh1 the groundness of y dependson the groundness of x. Let us ground x and see what happens:�PS�amgu(sh1; x 7! a)� = ?;�PS�amgu(sh2; x 7! a)� = �PS�fyzg� = fyzg:



Sharing dependenies. This example is taken from [6℄. Letsh1 def= fx; y; z; xyzg;sh2 def= fx; y; z; xy; xz; yzg:They enode the same pair-sharing, groundness, and ground dependeny informa-tion. Again, let us ground x and look at the results:�PS�amgu(sh1; x 7! a)� = �PS�fy; zg� = ?;�PS�amgu(sh2; x 7! a)� = �PS�fy; z; yzg� = fyzg:In sh1 the sharing between y and z depends on the (non-) groundness of x, whilein sh2 this is not the ase.Given these three examples, one gets the impression that di�erent elements in SH doenode di�erent information with respet to the pair-sharing property. However, this isnot always the ase. Considersh1 def= fx; y; z; xy; xz; yzg;sh2 def= fx; y; z; xy; xz; yz; xyzg:These two di�erent elements do enode the same pair-sharing, groundness, ground de-pendeny, and sharing dependeny information. Sine the set of variables of interest isU = fx; y; zg, we an observe that �(sh2; U)� = (Subst ; U) What does �(sh1; U)� looklike? The only relevant information in sh1 is that the sharing group xyz is not allowed:sh1 represents all the idempotent substitutions � suh thatvars��(x)� \ vars��(y)� \ vars��(z)� = ?:That is, the variables x, y, and z annot share the same variable (but they still anshare pairwise). As observed before, this di�erene is irrelevant from the end-user pointof view. Therefore, we want to show that sh1 and sh2 are ompletely equivalent withrespet to the pair-sharing property. This is the same as saying that the sharing groupxyz is \useless" in sh2 and an be dropped.De�nition 5 (Redundany.) Let sh 2 SH and S 2 SG. S is redundant for sh if andonly if #S > 2 and pairs(S) =[� pairs(T ) �� T 2 sh; T � S 	:Read it this way: S is redundant for sh if and only if all its sharing pairs an be extratedfrom the elements of sh that are smaller than S. As the name suggests, redundant sharinggroups an be dropped. For the moment, as we are walking on a theoretial ground, weadd them so to obtain a sort of normal form. We thus de�ne an upper losure operatorover SH that indues an equivalene relation over the elements of SH .De�nition 6 (A losure operator on SH .) The funtion � : SH ! SH is given, foreah sh 2 SH , by �(sh) def= sh [ fS 2 SG j S is redundant for sh g:



A set S an be added to a sharing set sh without hanging the pair-sharing informationonly if, for eah variable x in S, every pair suh as xy, is already in an element in sh.Thus S must be the union of sets in sh that ontain x. This observation leads to thefollowing alternative de�nition for �.Theorem 7 If sh 2 SH then�(sh) = nS 2 SG �� 8x 2 S : S 2 rel�fxg; sh�? o:While the original de�nition refers diretly to the pair-sharing onept, the alternativede�nition provided by Theorem 7 is very elegant and onise, and turns out to be usefulfor proving several results.Abusing notation, we an easily de�ne the overloading � : SS ! SS suh that�(?) def= ?;�(>) def= >;��(sh; U)� def= ��(sh); U�:We have thus impliitly de�ned a new domain that, for lak of a better name, we willall X. The domain X is the quotient of SS with respet to the equivalene relationindued by �: d1 and d2 are equivalent if and only if �(d1) = �(d2). Clearly, X is a properabstration of SS .It is straightforward to prove the followingProposition 8 For eah d 2 SS we have �PS��(d)� = �PS (d).Thus the addition of redundant elements does not ause any preision loss, as far as pair-sharing is onerned. In other words, X is as good as SS for representing pair-sharing.Now we show that � is a ongruene with respet to the operations Amgu, t, and Proj.Theorem 9 Let d1; d2 2 SS. If �(d1) = �(d2) then, for eah � 2 Subst, eah d0 2 SS,and eah V 2 }f(Vars),1. ��Amgu(d1; �)� = ��Amgu(d2; �)�;2. �(d0 t d1) = �(d0 t d2); and3. ��Proj(d1; V )� = ��Proj(d2; V )�.As a orollary of the two results above we have that X is as good as SS for propagatingpair-sharing through the analysis proess. Not only that. We show that any properabstration of X is less preise than X on omputing pair-sharing.Theorem 10 For eah d1; d2 2 SS, �(d1) 6= �(d2) implies9� 2 Subst : �PS�Amgu(d1; �)� 6= �PS�Amgu(d2; �)�:To summarize, the equivalene relation indued by � identi�es two elements if and only iftheir behavior in the analysis proess is indistinguishable with respet to the pair-sharingproperty. As a �nal remark, the tehnique we use to \extrat" from SS the omponentthat is relevant in order to ompute pair-sharing is very similar to the one introduedby Cortesi, Fil�e, and Winsborough in [7℄, even though the formal de�nitions are slightlydi�erent.



4 Star-union is not neededThe theory developed in the previous setion has at least one pratial onsequene: inthe de�nition of the abstrat uni�ation for domain X, the star-union operator an besafely replaed by the binary-union operator.Theorem 11 For eah sh 2 SH we have sh? = ��bin(sh; sh)�.In our opinion, this is a very important result of this researh. In the worst-ase, theomplexity of the star-union operator is exponential in the number of sharing groups ofthe input, while for the binary-union operator the omplexity is quadrati.Notie that the omplexity improvement provided by Theorem 11 omes at a prie.In order to test for �xpoint on X, we annot perform a simple identity hek, beause twosyntatially di�erent elements an be mapped onto the same element by �: a suitableequivalene test is needed. In the worst ase, the omplexity of this test is bounded by thesquare of the number of sharing groups, but it is our opinion that it an be implementedquite eÆiently (that is, more eÆiently than in our urrent prototype implementation).This brings us to the next setion.
5 Experimental EvaluationThe ideas presented in this paper have been experimentally validated in the ontext ofthe development of the China analyzer [1℄. China is a data-ow analyzer for CLP(HN )languages (i.e., Prolog, CLP(R), lp(FD) and so forth), HN being an extended Herbrandsystem where the values of a numeri domain N an our as leaves of the terms. China,whih is written in C++ and Prolog, performs bottom-up analysis deriving informationon both all- and suess-patterns by means of program transformations and optimized�xpoint omputation tehniques.We have analyzed several programs using omposite domains of the kind Pattern(D),where D is one of our analysis domains and Pattern(�) [1℄ is a generi strutural domainsimilar to Pat(<) [8, 9℄. The onstrution Pattern(�) upgrades a domain D (whih mustsupport a ertain set of basi operations) with strutural information. The resultingdomain, where strutural information is retained to some extent, is usually muh morepreise then D alone. Of ourse, there is a prie to be paid: in the analysis based onPattern(D), the elements of D that are to be manipulated are often bigger (i.e., theyonsider more variables) that those that arise in analyses that are simply based on D.The domains D that we have tried are: straight sharing �a la Jaobs and Langen (SS ),the domain X where star-union has been replaed by binary-union (X), and the samedomain where all the elements are always maximally redued, that is, they do not ontainany redundant sharing-group (X + red), plus all the possible ombinations of the threedomains above with domains for linearity and freeness. These ombinations have beenperformed following [4℄.The experimental results are reported in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 refers to our threesharing domains either taken alone or in ombination with the linearity domain. Theresult of adding the freeness domain to suh ombinations is depited in Table 2. Thetables give the analysis time of eah program.3 The omputation times have been taken3The urrent test-suite of China omprises more than 160 programs. Here we give the results only forthose programs whose analysis time using Pattern(SS ) (without linearity) are above a ertain threshold.Notie also that Tables 1 and 2 are sorted on the analysis time with Pattern(SS ).



Without freenessWithout linearity With linearityProgram SS X X + red SS X X + redLife 0:89 0:6 0:67 0:55 0:55 0:61Kalah 1:28 1:08 1:09 1:15 1:16 1:19NRev 1:41 0:67 0:54 0:05 0:05 0:04Queens 2:22 1:21 0:87 0:06 0:06 0:07Meta Qsort 2:97 1:35 1:08 1:47 0:95 1:27Neural 3:37 1:99 1:21 0:99 0:99 1:01Mastermind 3:39 2:38 2:64 2:19 2:18 2:26Browse 3:78 2:14 2:01 1:15 0:9 1:06Disj 6:34 5:54 5:57 7:44 7:47 7:47DNF 7:56 6:85 6:8 11:14 11:2 11:31Boyer 8:93 5:07 2:65 7:8 5:31 2:3SCC 10:16 7:39 7:56 9:9 8:98 9:49Gabriel 14:11 7:38 4:33 11:57 6:74 3:58CS 16:64 14:03 14:33 29:13 27:74 28:31N and C 19:63 10:9 10:3 2:02 1:98 2:45Palindrome 22:61 12:59 4:58 0:27 0:26 0:33Zebra 28:29 26:56 28:14 29:58 29:63 31:5Treeorder 177:01 105:29 35:46 115:97 78:28 19:84Peep 258:64 145:01 48:41 117:09 76:77 27:17Parser DCG 496:3 316:87 79:75 21:33 18:88 24:57Read 882:83 555:85 104:06 101:46 63:37 32:71R on P 1 1 1 2:67 2:69 6:65Table 1: Experimental results obtained with the China analyzer.
on a Pentium90 mahine with 24 MB of RAM running Linux 2.0.29, and the timings arein seonds of user time as provided by the getrusage system all. Many of the testedprograms have beome more or less standard for the evaluation of data-ow analyzers.Notie that for these tests we have swithed o� all the other domains urrently supportedby China4, as well as all the mehanisms, suh as widenings, that are used to throttlethe omplexity of the analysis.First of all, the results indiate that, from a pratial point of view, analyses basedon Sharing without linearity or freeness do not make any sense: while the overhead forkeeping trak of these additional properties is quite small, the number of star-unionsthat an be avoided thanks to the extra information obtained allow for onsistent, andsometimes huge, speedups (not to ount the inreased preision). Exeptions to this rule,suh as in the ase of the programs Disj, N and C, and Zebra are quite rare, and theslowdown involved is always of modest entity. This fat has already been remarked (see,e.g., [14℄).4Numerial bounds and relations, groundness, and polymorphi types.



With freenessWithout linearity With linearityProgram SS X X + red SS X X + redLife 0:67 0:6 0:7 0:58 0:57 0:64Kalah 1:17 1:17 1:2 1:15 1:14 1:17NRev 0:07 0:06 0:08 0:04 0:04 0:05Queens 0:32 0:2 0:26 0:06 0:06 0:07Meta Qsort 1:3 0:72 0:99 1:31 0:88 1:2Neural 1:1 1:01 1:05 0:95 0:96 0:97Mastermind 3:2 2:92 3:18 2:46 2:47 2:58Browse 2:07 1:44 1:66 1:16 0:94 1:11Disj 6:31 6:4 6:41 7:04 7:05 7:15DNF 8:14 8:07 8:02 10:89 10:72 10:85Boyer 8:46 5:4 2:31 6:85 4:58 2:18SCC 7:9 7:51 8:03 8:66 8:63 9:09Gabriel 12:87 6:79 3:6 10:4 5:87 3:32CS 14:02 14:2 14:52 26:77 26:89 27:52N and C 22:28 13:03 10:77 1:93 1:91 2:4Palindrome 2:98 1:57 1:37 0:24 0:24 0:3Zebra 29:71 29:94 32:18 27:75 28:06 29:99Treeorder 128:5 80:51 19:83 103:58 67:64 18:87Peep 140:02 85:15 31:65 104:19 66:08 26:19Parser DCG 14:07 12:37 16:62 19:06 17:33 23:56Read 118:43 68:83 35:22 90:68 55:17 30:89R on P 1 1 1 2:33 2:3 6:32
Table 2: Experimental results obtained with the China analyzer (ont'd).

Experimentation also shown that the X domain is indeed a good idea. By replaingstar-union with binary-union we have, in the worst ase, an almost negligible slowdown.In the best ase, instead, we obtain signi�ant speedups. It is interesting to observe thatthese speedups our when they are most needed, that is for the analysis of programswhere SS , with or without linearity, behaves badly. In other words, X has a morestable behavior: this is no surprise, sine we have replaed an algorithm with exponentialomplexity with a quadrati one. This stability is highly desirable for pratial data-owanalyzers.The last indiation we an draw from the experimental results is that eliminatingthe redundant elements from sharing sets requires are. Even though on the toughestprograms systemati redution an give rise to a threefold inrease in the analysis speed(Treeorder), it an also result in a threefold slowdown (R on P). The unfavorable asehappens when redution is repeatedly attempted on sharing sets that have few or noredundant elements. We have onduted some experimentation on the use of heuristisin order to trigger the redution proess. Even though the preliminary results we have



obtained with this tehnique are enouraging, we do not present them here mostly beausewe believe that more theoretial work is needed on the subjet.Of ourse, analyses based on either X or X + red require less (sometimes muh less)memory than those based on SS . Moreover, our prototype implementation of both Xand X+red is the most natural one: we believe that there is muh room for improvement.
6 ConlusionWe have questioned, apparently for the �rst time, whether the set-sharing domain Sharingis the most adequate for traking pair-sharing between program variables. The answerturned out to be negative. We have presented a new domain X that is, at the sametime, a strit abstration of SS and as preise as SS on pair-sharing. We have also shownthat no abstrat domain weaker than X an enjoy this last property. This theoretialwork has led us to an important pratial result: the exponential star-union operation inthe abstrat uni�ation proedure an be safely replaed by the binary-union operation,whih has quadrati omplexity. We have presented preliminary experimental results,showing that, in pratie, our new domain ompares favorably with SS over a wide rangeof benhmark programs.Even though spae limitations do not allow us to be more preise, it must be stressedthat our theoretial results, obtained in this paper for SS , an also be obtained for theombination (as desribed in [4℄) of SS with Lin, where Lin is the usual domain forlinearity: a ag for eah variable that indiates de�nite linearity. However, the results ofSetion 3, as they are, annot be applied to the ombination SS with Free and, heneforth,to SS ombined with both Free and Lin (Free is the usual domain for freeness: a ag foreah variable that indiates de�nite freeness [4℄). Beside the need to onsider auraywith respet to the PS�Free property (where ��� indiates the redued produt operation[10℄), we have to reonsider the onept of redundany. Our de�nition of redundanydisregards the interations between the sharing and the freeness omponents [11℄: a newde�nition should be given that indues a �ner equivalene relation. To summarize, weannot laim that X ombined with Free is as aurate as SS ombined with Free withrespet to the PS � Free property. However, from a pratial point of view, we do laimthat the results of our implementation of the ombination of X with Free are as aurateas all urrent implementations of SS plus Free. As a matter of fat, the abstrat operatorsformalized in [11℄ appear to be haraterized by an unfavorable ost/preision ratio, andthe optimal form of these operators has not been implemented. The same observationsapply when omparing the ombination X plus Free plus Lin with respet to SS plusFree plus Lin.
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